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slaughter is not always, however, connected with the table. No
solemnity was perfect in the times before British domination
five years in cages like huge extinguishers made of palm-leaves, out of
for human flesh. It is, as Mr. Wallace remarks, with intelligible
and weak. Somewhat luxuriously he asked to be strangled first
of beauty," and they have a fine sense of vocal harmony. The New

cure fire for themselves. When they accidentally let their fires

go it by friction. Yet they divide the year into lunar months, and

The cages are placed inside large houses, with old women to watch

of large insects. What they consider music is their ordinary
self-contradiction, "an insatiable craving that must be satisfied."

of New Zealand have a remarkable custom, which even the East

to civilization are the causes. Mr. Wallace complains that "there

They are warlike without cruelty, infinitely hospitable, always

The natives of the Solomon Islands are dwarfish, and have can-

but they build canoes which are "the finest gems of

and they have a fine sense of vocal harmony. The New

there is one invariable effect." An occasional dispensation to partake

their own exertions."

The German merchants who monopolize much of the Samoan

Savage Island, situated between the Tonga and Samoa groups,

out being exterminated, if they are only protected from the rude

the missionaries have worked alone, and with yet greater success.

There even the population is increasing in number. Mr. Wallace

The Papuans have a name for the constellations. One of the tribes, the Ilema,

of its birds of paradise, was one of the first to investigate their

the Malays, though the Malays have acquired more actual civiliza-

contact with superior races. The Papuans have a
taste for personal embellishment, but it takes such eccentric forms as the attaching of two boors' tusks joined together
to the end of a pole, or covering the whole head with a plait of large insects. What they consider music is their ordinary

the population of the coast Andaman. The Fijians have names for the constellations. One of the tribes, the Ilema,

"a severe legal Jewish religion, deprived of its dignity, beauty,
tenderness, and amiability." A climate and soil only too willing
to maintain life without toil may perhaps be equally responsible.
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of large insects. What they consider music is their ordinary

The Fijian had, or has, a firm belief in a

that if a man must never be seen abroad with his legitimate wife.
The Fijians have names for the constellations. One of the tribes, the Ilema,

of large insects. What they consider music is their ordinary

They are warlike without cruelty, infinitely hospitable, always

the missionaries have worked alone, and with yet greater success.

The consequence is that the fermented juice of the orange has
taken the place of the indigenous dances of the past. As Tahiti
is French, so the Sandwich Islands are Americanized. According
to Mr. Wallace, the effects of the new civilization have been equally
dubious in both. Here again, too, he charges part of the result on
the missionaries—in this instance, the Congregational denomina-
tion of the United States—for having represented Christianity as
"a severe legal Jewish religion, deprived of its dignity, beauty,
tenderness, and amiability." A climate and soil only too willing
to maintain life without toil may perhaps be equally responsible.
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